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Plasma deposition effect on laser melted Ti coated substrate
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In this paper, we propose a solution to make plasma formation beneficial in laser

melting treatment. Titanium-enriched iron coatings are obtained on an iron substrate by

laser alloying (LSA). Under the laser beam, the temperature is high enough to partially

vaporize the pre-deposed Ti material and to create a Ti-enriched plasma which reduces

the efficiency of the laser beam and interacts with the specimen. The unvaporized Ti

metal and a part of the substrate are mixed in the molten state leading to the formation

of a melted zone. Furthermore, some titanium diffuses in the solid state in the

heat-affected zone. After interaction between the laser beam and the specimen, a very

rapid cooling occurs and the Ti plasma is re-deposited on the specimen. Is it after or

previous the melted zone solidification? What is the consequence on the coating

quality?

Microstructural observations such as phase characterisation, phase quantification and

titanium mapping are performed to address these questions. The Ti-enriched coating

microstructure is then discussed and some solutions are proposed to avoid formation of

the heterogeneous coating.

Phase investigation is performed by semi-grazing X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer

spectroscopy under the Conversion Electron and X-Ray modes Scanning Electron

Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-Ray spectrometry. The microstructure analysis

revealed that the Ti-alloyed superficial region is 100μm thick. The main phases are

α-Fe and α-Fe(Ti). Due to plasma deposition, the non-magnetic B2-FeTi or α-Fe

x

Ti

1-x

compounds are observed in small proportion in the melted zone with heterogeneous

repartition. The thick, relatively hard Ti-alloyed layer is not brittle and its hardness

comes from the laser melting treatment itself rather than to Ti alloying or to Fe-Ti

phases.
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